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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Cloud computing has arrived as a solution to reduce costs in organizations and at the same
time offer on-demand resources and computation without requiring to create an IT
infrastructure. Services, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) or Microsoft Azure, provide a
means for organisations to instantly provision and de-provision virtual machines (VM)
depending on their needs, just paying for what they use.
In order to make the necessary environment, cloud service providers (CSP) make use of
virtualization technologies to maximize the value of their systems. Servers have always needed
to run alone in physical machines to avoid other services to interfere with them; but the
downside of this was the waste of resources. Virtualization enables the use of all the resources
in a physical host by sharing them between the guest operating systems (OS).
Many organisations have already deployed private clouds on their own infrastructures or
through third parties. However, public Clouds provide an additional advantage that makes it
extremely attractive, cost savings. The resources for a cloud consumer seem to be unlimited by
sharing all the host machines between different organisations. At the same time, the CSPs can
easily maximize the use of each physical machine. Multi-tenancy is the name that receives this
computational model.
However, there is a drawback on multi-tenancy and public clouds. Host systems are shared
between multiple tenants with different owners, and one of them could potentially be a
malicious attacker or even a competitor. Now someone trying to compromise an
organisation’s business processes or data will not need to break through their traditional lines
of defence. The traditional perimeter in their networks no longer exists.
Now an organisation’s systems coexist shoulder to shoulder with unknown tenants with
potential malicious intentions. The virtualization layer adds a new attack surface to be
compromised, where the hypervisor and the resident VMs can be the target. The alarms have
been triggered, stopping many organizations on their path to the Cloud.
This thesis aims to provide an overview of the security issues that this new computational
model arises. The problem will be aboard from the general cloud computing term, through
multi-tenancy, down to virtualization. The main goal is to explore and analyze the different
threats that virtualization and multi-tenancy combined bring to the Cloud. More specifically,
the venues to compromise a VM or a hypervisor in a physical machine will be analyzed and
recommendations will be given on how to mitigate the risks.
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< INTRODUCTION >
“You never know where your data is when it is in the cloud”,
George Reese, 2009

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Cloud computing is here. With its new way to deliver services while reducing ownership,
improving responsiveness and agility, and especially by allowing the decision makers to focus
their attention on the business rather than their IT infrastructure, there is no organisation that
has not though about moving to the Cloud.
Several surveys from Gartner have shown the importance of cloud computing ranking it as the
top priority for CIOs in 2010 [GAR11], also demonstrating the effort they are doing to adopt it
by increasing their expenditures on cloud computing services [GAR10a]. There are several
benefits, especially on infrastructure costs, but, as with all new technologies, cloud computing
also has some drawbacks.
The move to the Cloud is a crucial step for any company, but has to be made with a lot of
caution because it could turn against users. Organisations need to clearly understand the
benefits and challenges, especially for the most critical applications. There are several
concerns but, as shown in an IDC survey about the issues of the Cloud [GEN09], security is the
main concern. The question is why security is such a complicated challenge in the decision of
moving to the Cloud. The answer is easy: lack of control over their data.
When an organisation decides to move to the Cloud the data is no longer on their hands. Even
if they just use the Cloud for processing and not storage, they are taking the data outside their
private perimeter. IT infrastructures have been de-perimeterized, so security needs to be
approached from another perspective; but this blurring of the perimeter is not the only issue.
Multi-tenancy allows multiple tenants to coexist in the same physical machine sharing its
resources (CPU, memory, network...) and, at the same time, creates an isolated environment
for each one. Cloud service providers (CSP) can maximize their infrastructures using this
architecture by allocating resources from physical machines that are not being full used.
Virtualization is the means used to obtain multi-tenancy. Virtualization has been in the IT
world for a long time, but it is now when is getting the most attention. Virtualization allows
multiple operating systems (OS) to run on the same physical device at the same time. This
allows several users to execute their applications on the same physical environment, but
isolated from each other.
Multi-tenancy and virtualization enable an efficient computing model. However, the risks
associated are something that IT experts have not ignored. Now several tenants coexist on the
same physical environment, and the same question comes to all cloud consumers: who is my
neighbour? Is it trustworthy? Is it my competency?
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The trust that traditional IT infrastructure always provided has been broken. There is no
perimeter anymore, no firewalls and IDS/IPS at the Internet gateway stopping dishonest
people from attack systems. Virtualization has created a new attack surface, the virtualization
layer; multi-tenancy and public clouds have made that surface an easy target for attackers.
Tenants potentially coexist with malicious virtual machines looking for ways to compromise
sensitive data or processes. Organisations need to be aware of this and understand the attack
vectors coming from malicious virtual machines (VM).
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1.2. Problem Statement
Security is the key for the Cloud success. As many surveys show [GEN09, IDC11], security in the
cloud is now the main challenge of cloud computing. Until a few years ago all the business
processes of organisations were on their private infrastructure and, though it was possible to
outsource services, it was usually non-critical data/applications on private infrastructures.
Now with cloud computing, the story has changed. The traditional network perimeter is
broken, and organisations feel they have lost control over their data [REE09]. New attack
vectors have appeared, and the benefit of being accessible from anywhere becomes a big
threat.
Many of the cloud computing issues are similar to the old ones but in a new setting [CHO09].
This requires re-assessing the risks related to each of the critical areas considering the new
hazardous environment. The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) defines 12 areas of concern for
cloud computing [CSA09a] divided into two broad categories: governance and operations. All
of these areas are critical and should be taking in consideration when evaluating the security
of a cloud environment.
Amongst resilience and agility, the low costs that provide cloud computing is a real hook for
companies trying to reduce costs. Start-ups looking for a place in the market pray for an
economic solution that allows them to focus on their business without worrying on maintain
an IT infrastructure.
With multi-tenancy resources are shared by multiple users. For example, two or more tenants
could have their OSs running on the same server or two or running an instance of the same
application with different data. Depending on the cloud deployment model the level of
importance and sharing of multi-tenancy would be different [CSA09]; but without any doubt
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) in public clouds creates the most risks off all.
It is necessary to adopt virtualization technologies to allow the use of multi-tenant
environments. Both give place to a new set of challenges when put together. Virtualization
adds a new layer that can be targeted, and multi-tenancy facilitates the process to reach the
layer. Virtualization security issues need to be reviewed from a new point of view not seen
before, coexisting with possible malicious tenants.
Several proofs-of-concepts (PoC) have been demonstrated. Examples like [KOR09] where a VM
escapes from isolation and compromise its host, or [RAF09] where a rootkit subjugates a
hypervisor, are enough evidence of the importance of security.
Hyde defines three classes of attacks on VMs [HYD09]:


A malicious VM compromises another VM on the same physical machine.



A malicious VM compromises the hypervisor on the same physical machine.



A malicious VM performs a denial of service (DoS) on the resources of the physical
machine.
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1.2.1. Research Aims
This thesis aims to provide an understanding of the different attack vectors created by multitenancy and virtualization in a public IaaS cloud. The vectors will be explored, focusing on the
threats arisen from different tenants coexisting in the same physical host.
A critical analysis of the different vectors will be provided along with guidance on how to
approach them. This analysis will be performed using previous works from different entities
and authors, along with personal knowledge obtained from experience.
As part of the aim of this research, a strong foundation will be provided on the terms of cloud
computing, multi-tenancy and virtualization. All these areas will be explored giving a strong
definition. The different security issues will be also explored in order to provide an
introduction to the main focus of the research.
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1.3. Objectives of Research
1.3.1. General Objectives
Identify research and analyze the threats exposed by coexisting with unknown tenants on a
public IaaS cloud environment.
1.3.2. Specific Objectives
The following are the specific objectives of the thesis:


Understand the concepts of cloud computing, multi-tenancy, virtualization, and their
security issues.



Identity the unique threats that multi-tenancy and virtualization create on public IaaS
clouds.



Identify and research possible attacks performed from malicious VMs to other VMs on
the same physical host.



Provide guidance and recommendations on how to mitigate the risks identified.



Analyze the issues identified using previous work and personal understanding of the
problems.
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1.4. Research Strategy
The strategy used for this thesis was to identify and analyze the potential attack vectors and
vulnerabilities that virtualization technologies create on cloud computing. Firstly, the different
architectures and technologies will be explored analyzing the security issues arisen from each
of them, including:
-

Cloud computing.
Multi-tenancy.
Virtualization.

Virtualization creates some problems when deployed on traditional IT infrastructures, but
some other security issues are unique when used in cloud computing. More precisely, the
multi-tenancy architecture is what increases the risks from virtualization.
Once identified the different security problems from all the areas, the threats and
vulnerabilities to compromise the cloud will be explored. Most of these issues have already
been largely covered; therefore, this thesis will focus on those coming from potential malicious
VMs.
With these main goals already defined, the next step will be to analyze the potential attacks,
exploring the different approaches and stages of each one. More precisely the following will be
studied:


Threats coming from a malicious VM to a VM.



Threats coming from a malicious VM to a hypervisor.

Finally, having analyzed these threats, recommendations and guidelines on how to mitigate
them will be provided. Additionally to the analysis, different areas for future research will be
explored.
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1.5. Research Limitations
Cloud computing and virtualization are large topics that had required establishing some
limitations for the research of this thesis:


The cloud scenario for this thesis will be a public IaaS cloud. Other service models have
also security issues related with multi-tenancy; however, in an IaaS environment the
tenants have the most responsibilities and control over their systems, thereby the risks
are higher.



The budget for the research was limited so it was not possible to perform some
practical scenarios in a cloud environment.



There exist a large set of security issues arisen from the use of virtualization in the
cloud which are out of the scope. In this thesis, the risks created by a malicious VM to
compromise co-resident VMs and the hypervisor will be explored.



An in-deep analysis of the different methods to exploit each of the three attack vectors
specified is out of the scope since it would require a longer document than allowed.
The aim is to provide an understanding of each attack surface with the different steps
and possible exploits.
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1.6. Thesis Organisation
The thesis is organized in six sections ordered to provide an understanding of the main issues.
Section 1 provides the background to the thesis and an introduction to the research, along
with a definition of the problem statement and the general and specific objectives.
Section 2 contains a literature review of books, articles, published papers, and electronic
resources used during the research of the thesis. It provides an overview of the relevant
information available related to all the topics covered during the thesis. This section also
outlines a comparison against previous work related to this thesis.
Section 3 provides an overview of cloud computing, multi-tenancy and virtualization. A short
background is provided for each topic along with a detailed definition. The different security
issues from each one will be explored as an introduction for the next sections.
Section 4 describes in detail how VMs to VMs attacks are performed. A definition of the
problem will be outlined, and the different steps to run successfully an attack will be described
and analyzed. In addition, some guidelines and recommendations will be provided.
Section 5 describes in detail how VMs to hypervisors attacks are performed. A definition of the
problem will be outlined, and the different types of attacks will be described and analyzed. In
addition, some guidelines and recommendations will be provided.
Section 6 outlines the conclusions identified during the research for the thesis. A short
summary for each section will be provided along with the relation of the findings and
objectives set for this thesis. In addition, the potential future works related to the subject will
be outlined.
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SECTION 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Literature Review
2.1.1. Cloud Computing
Several books and entities have covered for the last years the concept of cloud computing. It is
a hot topic nowadays in the technology and business world; thus there are multiple definitions.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [NIS11], provides a well-recognized
description for cloud computing [MEL09], including its characteristics, service models and
deployments models. The NIST also contributes with another document with security
guidelines for cloud computing [JAN11].
Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [CSA11] has gained a lot of renown in the past few years for its
significant contribution to the Cloud. The document for security guidance [CSA09a] provides an
excellent overview of cloud computing, supporting NIST’s definition. The document also
defines 12 areas of security concerns with an overview and recommendations for each one.
Additional, CSA also has contributed with other documents like the top threats [CSA10] to
cloud computing.
Other relevant entities which contribute with definitions, guidelines and recommendations
about cloud computing, are the European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA)
[ENI09], Gartner [GAR10b], or the Jericho Forum [JER09]. In these documents, different
aspects of cloud computing are explored, along with the benefits, risks, and recommendations
for securing the Cloud.
Velte et al. [VEL10], Reese [REE09], and Krutz et al. [KRU10], provide a general overview of
cloud computing. These books cover the definitions, benefits, security, compliance, services,
and all the other areas and aspects related to cloud computing. Other additional sources were
used to complement the concept of cloud computing and its security like [IDC11], [GLO10] or
[TRE10].
2.1.2. Multi-tenancy
Multi-tenancy is not an area considerably covered in any book or article. Thus, the bibliography
used was extracted from the sources used for cloud computing and virtualization.
The document presented by Almond et al. [ALM09] was used as the main source. The CSA
[CSA09a] and ENISA [ENI09], provide material related to the security concerns of the multitenant architecture used in the Cloud, especially in public clouds.
2.1.3. Virtualization
Virtualization technologies have long been in the IT world. The material is large and well
established. Marshal et al. [MAR09] explore the essentials of virtualization and provide an indeep view of the VMware ESX server. Haletky [HAL08] provides a clear definition of
virtualization and explores the necessary steps to deploy a secure virtualization using VMware
ESX server.
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Velte et al. [VEL10], and Reese [REE09], include an overview of virtualization technology and its
security issues focused on virtualization in cloud environments. The PCI Security Standards
Council contributed with a document providing virtualization guidelines to comply with PCI
DSS standard [PCI11].
In support with many of the most established virtualization organizations, the Distributed
Management Task Force (DMTF) provided an open virtualization format [DMT09] for
packaging and distributing virtual appliances, with the intent to achieve a standard.
A document released by NIST [SCA11] provides an analysis of virtualization and an overview of
the security concerns with guidelines to secure full virtualization technologies.
2.1.4. VM – TO – VM
Several conference proceedings focus on the area of virtualization, and more specifically in the
security of virtualization. Ristenpart et al. [RIS09] explore the different steps to perform an
attack on a VM in Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [AMA11]. The research analyzes how
to locate a target and achieve co-residence, and some possible compromises.
Jarabek [JAR10] provides an analysis of several documents exploring topics related to
virtualization and more specifically on side-channel attacks. Hyde [HYD09] gives an overview of
the security of VMs including the potential threats.
The Center for Internet Security (CIS) [KIR07] explores the problem areas and vulnerabilities of
virtual environments, including the threats arisen from malicious VMs to co-resident VMs.
Additional articles, conference proceedings, and electronic resources were used to
complement the previous literature like [COX11, ZHA11, RUE09].
2.1.5. VM – TO – HYPERVISOR
As with VM-to-VM attacks, many articles and conference proceedings cover the aspect of the
hypervisor, its security, and the potential threats. The Burton Group [LIN08] provide an
overview of the typical threats to a hypervisor from a malicious VM. Ormandy [ORM07]
explores the security exposures of host machines in virtualized environments.
Kortchinsky [KOR09] researches a PoC of a VM escape in IBM’s Cloudburst [IBM11]. Ferrie
[FER06] and Shelton [SHE05] provide other ways to perform VM escapes. Kato [KAT05]
research discovered a vulnerability on VMware that allows the use of a backdoor to perform a
VM escape.
King [KIN06] and Rutkowska [RUT06] develop some VM-based rootkits as PoCs to subjugate
the hypervisor and the host machine. Other complementary literatures were such as [REU07,
KIR07, CAR09].
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2.2. Comparison Against Previous Work
During the research, several sources were founded that covered some aspect of the areas
explored in this thesis. However, none of them covered the full spectrum. The next sections
identify the most authoritative sources for each threat identified.
2.2.1. VM – TO – VM
Ristenpart et al. [RIS09] research is one of the most complete about VM to VM attacks. They
explore how to perform an attack using the Amazon EC2 as a case study. As a PoC, they show
how to locate successfully a target VM on EC2 cloud using different network techniques. Indeep information is provided with a detailed explanation of the process.
After locating the target, two methods are provided to achieve co-residence with the target on
the same host machine. Though they provide some ways to determine if the VM is located
successfully with the target, other methods explored in different researches can be used as
well [ZHA11].
In the last part, they explore side-channel attacks in order to leak information and compromise
the target. The following methods are proposed as examples:
-

Measuring cache usage.
Load-based co-residence detection.
Estimating traffic rates.
Keystroke timing attack.

For each part, a few recommendations are provided as a mean to mitigate or solve the
vulnerabilities.
This research, though complete on the information related to locate as the best PoC so far, did
not cover the threat of side channel attacks with enough depth. Other materials were used to
supplement this part of the attack.
In relation with VM-to-VM attacks, the main goal of this thesis was to define and explore each
of the steps to perform the attack, taking particular consideration on the last step where the
compromise of another VM is achieved.
2.2.2. VM – TO – HYPERVISOR
No research was founded that fully covered the different aspects of this type of attack. The
Burton Group [LIN08] provided a broad overview of the possible venues to perform this attack;
however, the information given was not highly detailed.
Ormandy [ORM07] provides several PoCs on how to perform VM escapes on different
virtualization platforms. The research provides strong evidences about the viability of this type
of attacks with a detailed explanation of the processes used in each platform.
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SubVirt [KIN06] and Blue Pill [RUT06] are some examples of VM-based rootkits PoCs. As a
complex topic, each of them was studied on concrete scenarios. However, they both provide
in-depth information of the exploitation.
This thesis aims to provide an understanding of the threats to the hypervisor from a malicious
VM, but none of the previous work fully covered all the venues for this attack.
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< THE SCENARIO >
“History has shown that great features can open unwanted security vulnerabilities”,
Joel Kirch, 2007

SECTION 3: CLOUD COMPUTING, MULTI-TENANCY AND VIRTUALIZATION
3.1. Cloud Computing
3.1.1. Background
Cloud computing is a term hard to define. It is constantly evolving adopting many different
technologies and approaches to computing. The idea behind the Cloud is to allow companies
to focus on their business processes instead of the underlying IT infrastructure necessary to
run them.
CSA defines [CSA09a]: “Cloud describes the use of a collection of services, applications,
information, and infrastructure comprised of pools of compute, network, information, and
storage resources”. The rapid ability to provide these services, allocate the necessary resources
needed for the moment, and the on-demand capability, is what makes cloud computing
extremely interesting with a big potential for cost reduction.
Several entities have become with their own definition for the Cloud. For the purpose of this
thesis, the definition provided by NIST will be used. Although it is not a standard, the definition
is well recognized and accepted worldwide, and defines the Cloud with the possibility to add
new service and deployments models.
3.1.2. Defining Cloud Computing
As defined by NIST [MEL09], “Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction.”
Furthermore, NIST also specifies five essential characteristics, three services models, and four
deployments models for the Cloud that area summarized on Figure I.
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Figure I – Cloud Computing – [CSA09a]

Essential Characteristics
These five characteristics create the benefits that cloud computing brings and that
differentiate it from other traditional computing approaches:


Broad Network Access. Services can be accessed over the network and by different
client platforms.



Rapid Elasticity. Resources (e.g. storage, processing, memory...) can be rapidly
allocated and de-allocated to fulfil the user’s requirements.



Measured Service. The resource consumption is monitored in order to provide
transparency for clients and providers.



On-Demand Self-Service. The process to allocate resources for a consumer is provided
automatically without requiring human interaction.



Resource Pooling. A multi-tenant architecture is deployed to allow the sharing of
resources between multiple consumers.

There are two important things to take into account about the characteristics defined by NIST.
Cloud computing is usually enabled by virtualization but is not an essential requirement.
Similarly, multi-tenancy is neither an essential cloud characteristic but is often discussed as
such [CSA09a].
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I understand the approach made by NIST, although I personally think it will be just a matter of
time that almost all the CSPs will implement virtualization technologies and multi-tenancy
models on their offerings to maximize the Cloud’s benefits.
Service Models
Nowadays there exist several cloud models because the constant evolution and the
requirements of the market to provide constantly with new jargon. However, NIST defines
three basic models [MEL09]:


Cloud Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). The CSP offers applications running on their
Clouds. The responsibility of managing the underlying infrastructure falls on the
CSP, including the control of the applications. The consumer is responsible of
managing specific applications settings.



Cloud Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS). The CSP offers an infrastructure to deploy
applications developed using specific programming languages supported by the
CSP. The responsibility of managing the underlying infrastructure falls on the CSP,
without control over the consumer’s applications. The consumer is responsible of
managing the applications and some environment configurations.



Cloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS). The CSP offers the necessary resources to
deploy the consumer’s systems and applications. The consumer is responsible of
managing the OSs, storage, applications, and some control over the network
components.

Figure II provides an overview of the different service models and control that the consumer
has over the infrastructure in each of them.
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Figure II – Service Models – [CSA09a]

The three models allow for the use of virtualization technologies and multi-tenancy
environments. However, it is in IaaS model where consumers are exposed the most because
they have direct control over the resources; thus it will be the focus for this thesis.
Deployment models
As with the service models, there are several deployments models available and more will
emerge as the Cloud evolves. The NIST, on their Cloud definition [MEL09], focuses on the basic
deployments models. All of these models can be used with any of the service models (SaaS,
PaaS, or IaaS) presented before.


Private cloud. Just one organisation runs in the Cloud. It may be managed by the
organisation or outsourced to a third party.



Community cloud. The Cloud is shared between multiple organisations with similar
goals. It may be managed by the organisations or outsourced to a third party.



Public cloud. The Cloud is offered publicly to any organisation. It is owned by an
organisation selling services.
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Hybrid cloud. Multiple cloud infrastructures with different deployment models are
combined.

The four deployment models create a full new set of challenges that should be addresses. All
can take advantage of virtualization technologies and multi-tenancy architectures. The
deployment model used for this thesis will be public clouds, where several tenants from
different organization and business areas share the infrastructure.
It is important to note again that cloud computing can be defined from several points of views
like [GAR10b, VEL10, REE09]. However, all of them provide similar benefits and challenges.
3.1.3. Cloud Computing Security
The security challenges that cloud computing faces are worth a book at least, so it is out of the
scope to define all in this thesis. However, it is convenient to give an overview of the issues
and the foundation of how the cloud infrastructure affects the information security risks in
each service model.
The security controls required in cloud environments are not that different from the ones used
in traditional IT infrastructures. What differ are the new risks created by the technologies,
services and deployment models used that were not present before.
For example, in cloud environments firewalls will still be needed, what will change is how they
are configured and deployed to cope with the communications between VMs on the same
host machine where there is no physical network involved, or how to deal with multiple
tenants with different levels of security located in the same physical server.
Cloud computing accelerates and amplifies problems that were already in IT. Every day more
services are outsourced affecting trust boundaries, and the increase of ubiquitous connectivity
in the devices is forcing the infrastructure to a re-perimeterization. These, added to the
ineffectiveness of traditional security controls in cloud environments, require a new approach
in order to secure the Cloud according to CSA [CSA09a].
The Cloud still has physical security constraints. According to Reese [REE09], it is of vital
importance to understand the physical security protocols of the CSP and the necessary things
to do in the consumer’s side to secure the systems against physical vulnerabilities.
Reese goes further and explains that “a security policy focused on perimeter security will not
work” [REE09] even with clouds that support traditional perimeter security. Thus, it is a good
practice to not rely on perimeter security as a primary approach to security, regardless of the
cloud offering.
Factors that have nothing to do with cloud consumers can also compromise the operations
and data. Some examples are [REE09]:


The cloud provider declares bankruptcy.
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A third party with no relationship to a cloud consumer sues the CSP, and obtains
access to all servers owned by the CSP which contains also data from the other cloud
consumers

The CSP along with the coexistence with other tenants should be taken in consideration when
assessing the risks.
One of the main concerns about moving to the Cloud is security; but this movement could
potentially mean an improvement on it. Many organisations do not have the necessary
expertise and budget to provide the appropriate security to their systems. CSPs need to ensure
that their infrastructures are secure enough to keep their credibility with clients; therefore,
they have to become experts on security and put all their efforts towards it, which in many
cases could mean a better security for a consumer than their traditional IT.
The problem is to understand who manages what. CSA points [CSA09a], “the key takeaway for
security architecture is that the lower down the stack the cloud service provider stops, the more
security capabilities and management consumers are responsible for implementing and
managing themselves”.

Figure III – Cloud service stack – [CSA09a]

The security, governance, compliance, and other responsibilities of the CSP in SaaS clouds
must be stipulated in service level agreements (SLA). In a PaaS or IaaS, more responsibilities
will fall on the consumer, even though the CSP will still be liable of protecting the underlying
infrastructure. The important thing to keep in mind is that cloud consumers are just
transferring responsibilities to the CSP, but not necessarily accountability. Figure III provides an
overview of the responsibilities of the CSPs and consumers.
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There are other approaches to the combinations of cloud services models and their different
attributes like the one proposed by the Jericho Forum [JER09] called ‘Cloud Cube Model’.
Figure IV illustrates this model.

Figure IV – Cloud Cube Model – [JER09]

In a nutshell, the Cloud Cube Model shows the possible combinations of the different cloud
offerings, presenting four dimensions that differentiate cloud formations and their way of
provisioning. The goal is to understand how cloud computing affects the way to approach
security.
Many entities that have analyzed and identified the different security risks that cloud
computing arise like NIST [JAN11] or ENISA [ENI09]; but for the purpose of this thesis, we will
consider the list proposed by the CSA [CSA09a].
The CSA provides twelve domains of concern [CSA09a] for cloud computing to address the
strategic and tactical security problems. These areas are divided into two broad categories:
governance and operational. Figure V summarizes the different domains with a short
description provided by CSA [CSA09a]:
Domain
Governance and Enterprise
Risks Management
Legal and Electronic Discovery
Compliance and Audit

Governance Domains
Deals with...
The ability of an organization to govern and measure enterprise
risk introduced by Cloud computing like responsibility to protect
sensitive data or legal precedence for agreement breaches.
The potential legal issues when using Cloud computing like
international laws or security breach disclosure laws.
Maintaining and proving compliance when using Cloud computing
like evaluating how Cloud computing affects compliance with
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Information Lifecycle
Management
Portability and Interoperability

Traditional Security, Business
Continuity and Disaster
Recovery
Data Center Operations
Incident Response, Notification
and Remediation
Application Security
Encryption and Key
Management
Identity and Access
Management
Virtualization

internal security policies or regulatory requirements.
Managing data that is placed in the Cloud like identification or
integrity.
The ability to move data/services from one provider to another, or
bring it entirely back in-house, including interoperability between
different Cloud providers.
Operational Domains
How Cloud computing affects the operational processes and
procedures currently use to implement security, business continuity,
and disaster recovery.
How to evaluate a provider’s data center architecture and
operations.
How to address items that should be in place at both provider and
user levels to enable proper incident handling and forensics.
Securing application software that is running on or being developed
in the cloud.
Identifying proper encryption usage and scalable key management.
Managing identities and leveraging directory services to provide
access control.
The use of virtualization technology in Cloud computing.

Figure V – CSA Governance Domains – Based on [CSA09a]

The use of multi-tenant architectures and virtualization introduce a new set of risks, and also
allow a new attack surface from the VMs. This new surface provided by virtualization along
with the coexistence with other unknown tenants, will be the main focus of this document.
On the next sections, multi-tenancy environments and virtualization technology will be
explained in more detail along with the challenges raised from each of them when used in the
Cloud.
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3.2. Multi-Tenancy
3.2.1. Background
Multi-tenancy, from NIST point of view [MEL09], is not an essential characteristic of the Cloud.
However, other well-known entities such as CSA [CSA09a] or ENISA [ENI09] identify it as an
important part of the Cloud. The CSA goes further and states that “multi-tenancy in cloud
service models implies a need for policy-driven enforcement, segmentation, isolation,
governance, service levels, and chargeback/billing models for different consumer constituencies”
[CSA09a].
Multi-tenancy has different definitions and importance depending on the services model and
deployment models respectively. There are some differences between a SaaS and an IaaS
multi-tenant architecture. Depending on the different deployment models, a multi-tenant
environment will provide different security concerns. The more control the tenant has the
bigger is the surface for an attack.
For this thesis, the scenario will be a public IaaS cloud. In this environment, multi-tenancy
creates the most security concerns of all the combinations since tenants have considerable
control over the infrastructure and at the same time not knowing with whom they are sharing
the infrastructure.
3.2.2. Defining Multi-Tenancy
According to IBM [ALM09], the term multi-tenant means the ability to provide computing
services to multiple customers by using a common infrastructure and code base. In a multitenant environment, tenants would have a private space and a common space shared amongst
all tenants. By sharing resources and creating standard offerings, multi-tenancy reduces costs
and improves efficiency of operations.
Multi-tenancy makes use of virtualization technologies to increase resource utilization, load
balancing, scalability, and reliability; and the use of automation reduces complexity, decrease
operation costs, and increase provisioning speed.
Tenants will be unaware of the other tenants with whom they share the resources by means of
isolation technologies usually through virtualization methods. This gives the tenants a
sensation of privacy and personalization and, at the same time, makes the most of the
resources provided by the infrastructure. It is important for tenants to realize that they coexist
with other users; therefore, they should follow best practices to assure the security of their
data and processes.
As stated before, multi-tenancy can be applied to different levels. Depending on the level, the
multi-tenancy architecture will lead to different concerns. According to IBM [ALM09] these
levels can include:


Application level. Multiple tenants use an application which provides logical separation
between users, access controls, and customization.
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Middleware level. Multiple applications use the same middleware which provides
logical separation, access controls, and resources.



Operating system (OS) level. Multiple middleware runs under the same OS which
provides access controls, logical separation, and resources to the middleware.



Hardware level. The hardware provides logical separation, access control and
resources to each OS instance. In this level, each OS is considered a tenant.

Figure VI gives an overview of the different levels.

Figure VI – Multi-tenancy levels – [ALM09]

Usually the application level corresponds to SaaS, the OS level to a PaaS, and the hardware
level to an IaaS. However, as mentioned before, there are several other models apart from
those that can compose the middleware level too.
The most typical components that can be shared across multiple tenants are:
-

Storage.
CPU processing.
Memory.
Network bandwidth.
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IBM [ALM09] also provides a list of challenges that the infrastructure will face as the number
of tenants increase:
-

Management.
Provisioning.
Complexity.
Power Usage.
Billing or chargeback.

Virtualization technologies are the key to solve these problems. Virtualization provides a mean
to maximize the efficiency of sharing these resources through several mechanisms.
3.2.3. Multi-Tenant Security
The capability of multi-tenancy to share resources is a key element for cloud computing.
However, multi-tenancy is also one of the main security concerns according to CSA [CSA09a]
and ENISA [ENI09].
Virtualization is the means used to achieve multi-tenant environments, so they share many of
security risks. From a high point of view the idea of sharing resources and the coexistence of
different tenants that are unknown to each other, enables all the security risks.
CSA advices that it is necessary to monitor and enforce computer, storage, and network
security [CSA09a]. In order to avoid tenants affecting each others’ operations when running on
the same host machine, it is necessary to employ a strong compartmentalization; and it is of
utmost importance that consumers cannot access other consumer’s data, network traffic, or
any other information related.
On the next section, virtualization will be explained in more detail along with its security
challenges. The challenges of using virtualization to implement multi-tenant environments will
be explored too.
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3.3. Virtualization
3.3.1. Background
Like multi-tenancy, virtualization technologies are not mentioned as an essential characteristic
by NIST [MEL09]. However, when present, it helps to strengthen the characteristics that the
Cloud provides.
Virtualization has been in the IT world for a long time. It was IBM the first that introduced the
idea in the early 1960’s with the term ‘Time Sharing’ [MAR09]. Virtualization technologies are
already established in traditional IT environments, being deployed in many infrastructures
according to a Gartner research [GAR10].
Virtualization concerns have been long analyzed and studied; but, with the arrival of the Cloud,
it has taken the spotlight because the many benefits and challenges it brings. In traditional IT
environments, the risk of an attack was low. Now tenants do not know with whom they are
sharing the infrastructure so, even if virtualization isolates each tenant, VMs must stay alert
against their neighbours.
3.3.2. Defining Virtualization
There are many definitions, with almost the same meaning, but it is necessary to put it in
context to give a more exact one. Although there are several forms of virtualization, virtualized
OSs are the most used according to CSA [CSA09a]; therefore it will be the main focus of this
thesis.
Virtualization of operating systems, also called server virtualization, is defined by [MAR09] as
“a way of making a physical computer function as if it were two or more computers where each
non-physical or virtualized computer is provided with the same basic architecture as that of a
generic physical computer. Virtualization technology therefore allows the installation of an
operating system on hardware that does not really exist.”
A software layer called abstraction recreates the hardware characteristics of the physical
computer to make it function as more than one computer. An example of this layer of
abstraction is the Windows Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) [MIC06], which provides a
common way for all drivers and software to talk to the hardware in a standardized format.
With virtualization, resources can be divided or shared through multiple environments, where
those environments may be aware of not of the others. These environments are known as
virtual machines (VMs), and usually host an OS, which are usually referred as guest OSs
[MAR09].
When a VM needs to interact with the hardware, instructions are passed directly to the
physical hardware in order to decrease the latency and to operate more efficiently. However,
there are some instructions that require being inspected and analyzed before executed in
order to assure compatibility with the hardware.
According to Velte et al. [VEL10], there are two virtualization types that concern cloud
computing:
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Full Virtualization: In this type of virtualization, a complete installation of one machine
is run on another.



Paravirtualization: This type of virtualization allows multiple modified OSs to run on a
single hardware device at the same time by more efficiently using system resources.

The main difference between them is that in full virtualization the entire system needs to be
emulated (BIOS, drive...); but in paravirtualization, the OSs has been modified to work more
efficiently with the hypervisor. Paravirtualization usually runs better because fewer elements
need to be emulated. Also allows for better scaling since a guest instance requires less
processor time, so it is possible to host more guest OSs.
However, Velte et al. [VEL10] also points some trade-offs. The use of paravirtualization reduces
flexibility since OSs need to be properly modified to run, which means that probably new OSs
will need some time before being available on this type of virtualization. Also, there is an
increased security impact since the modified OSs have more control over the underlying
hardware which can impact on the other virtualized systems and the host OS.
There are also two main types of virtualization architectures:


Hosted Architecture: In this approach, the host OS has a virtualization platform
(hypervisor) installed into which one or more VMs run.



Hypervisor Architecture: In this approach, the virtualization layer sits on top of the
hardware exporting the virtual machine abstraction.

Figure VII represents both architectures and a typical computer architecture.
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Figure VII – Virtualization architectures

According to [PCI11], the term workload is increasingly being used to describe the vast array of
virtualized resources, like a VM.
The following are the components that form a virtualized environment. A virtual machine
monitor (VMM) and one or more VMs that interact with either a hypervisor or a host OS in
order to access hardware, local input/output, and networking resources.
These components along with others will be defined on the following paragraphs.
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Hypervisor
There is always a lot of confusion about what is the hypervisor because it is use indistinctly for
both components, the VMM and the hypervisor. The reasoning is that they form the
virtualization layer so in some way it makes sense treat them like one.
The hypervisor is defined in [MAR09] as a thin layer of software or firmware that provides
access to hardware resources and provides virtual partitioning capabilities. It gives a single
physical system, or host server, the ability to distribute resources to one or more VMs at a
single time.
The hypervisor is directly responsible for hosting and managing VMs running on the host. It
provides a virtual hardware that is compromised of a configuration file, some virtual disk files,
and various other files such as non-volatile RAM.
There exist two types of hypervisor according to [PCI11]:


Type 1 Hypervisor: A Type 1 hypervisor (also known as ‘bare metal’) runs directly on
the hardware and is responsible for coordinating access to hardware resources, as well
as hosting and managing VMs.



Type 2 Hypervisor: A Type 2 hypervisor (also known as ‘hosted’) runs as an application
on an existing OS. This type of hypervisor emulates the physical resources required by
each VM and is considered just another application, as far as the underlying OS is
concerned.

The hypervisor may also include a VMM. The VMM, as defined in [PCI11], is a software
component that implements and manages VM hardware abstraction. The VMM manages the
system’s resources to allocate what each VM guest OS requires.
From a security point of view, there is more risk when type 2 hypervisors are added because
they add more complexity and vulnerabilities to the host. On the other hand, type 1
hypervisors are less complex than host OS, providing a smaller target and improved security.
The hypervisors use different techniques to provide VMs with a virtual environment [SCA11]. A
virtual disk drive is achieved by using a disk image file that looks to the guest OS like a disk
drive. If the hypervisor is type 2, the disk image appears in the host OS as a file. On type 1
hypervisors, all the components of the guest OS are stored into a single logical unit called
image. Images are stored on hard drives and can be moved to other systems. The Open
Virtualization Format (OVF) [DMT09] is a virtualization image metadata standard that provides
interoperability between virtualization solutions.
Virtual Machine
A virtual machine (VM) is a virtualized representation of a physical machine operated and
maintained by the virtualization software [MAR09]. Each VM is a self-contained operation
environment that behaves as a separate computer, emulating the processor, memory,
network adapter, removable drives and peripheral devices. In the same physical machine,
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several VMs with different OSs can be operated simultaneously; but, the only hardware
present for each guest OS is the one presented by the hypervisor.
VMs provide some benefits over physical machines. VMs are usually compromised by a single
or group of files that are read and executed by the virtualization platform. This means that
they can be easily migrated from one system to another, copied, or backed up.
Virtual Appliance
A virtual appliance (VA) is described by [PCI11] as “a pre-packaged software image designed to
run inside a virtual machine”. Each VA is intended to deliver specific functions and typically
consist of a basic OS and a single application. Examples of VAs are the virtualized forms of
physical network devices such as routers, or switches.
There is a special type of VAs called virtual security appliance (VSA). A VSA consists of a
hardened OS and a single security application, and are usually assigned a higher level of trust
to access the hypervisor and other resources like virtual networks running inside the
hypervisor. This higher privilege allows the VSA to perform system and management functions.
Examples of VSAs are firewalls, anti-virus, or IDS/IPS.
3.3.3. Virtualization Security
Virtualization security has been a hot topic for a long time. Before companies started to move
to the Cloud, a lot of them already were implementing virtualization technologies on their IT
infrastructures. Security concerns were already in the managements’ minds, and a lot of effort
was put in order to solve these problems.
With the coming of cloud computing, virtualization security is again on the mouth of security
practitioners. As a recent study by Gartner [GAR10c] indicates, in 2012 around 60% of the
virtualized servers will be less secure than the physical servers they replace, hopefully
dropping to 30% by 2015.
Virtualization is now deployed not in the private and perimeterized physical IT environments of
organisations, but in the new environment defined by the Cloud were the perimeter is almost
impossible to define, coexisting with unknown neighbours.
As Haletky points [HAL08], the security of a VM is dependent upon the OS in use; therefore, it
should follow the security practices as if the VM was a physical host. From a security point of
view, a VM and a physical server do not differ.
There are two main ways to access a VM. One is through the hypervisor, and the other is
through the network connections. So it is of utmost importance to secure both. Host servers,
for example, should not be placed on an internet-facing connection unless necessary in order
to minimize the risk. If the host server ends up being compromised, then all the VMs residing
in the server will be at risk.
A compromised VM can be used to affect the host servers and other VMs in the same virtual or
physical network. Attacks could be launched against these VMs or a DoS attack could be
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performed in the host server. In the case of Cloud environments, the risk increases since an
attacker does not need to compromise a VM in order to attack other VMs or the network. The
attacker just needs to pay for a cloud service and, as a consumer, start the attack avoiding the
traditional security network devices.
Lindstrom [LIN08] provides an interesting approach listing five immutable laws of virtualization
security:


Law 1: All existing OS-level attacks work in the exact same way.



Law 2: The hypervisor attack surface is additive to a system's risk profile.



Law 3: Separating functionality and/or content into VMs will reduce risk.



Law 4: Aggregating functions and resources onto a physical platform will increase risk.



Law 5: A system containing a ‘trusted’ VM on an ‘untrusted’ host has a higher risk level
than a system containing a ‘trusted’ host with an ‘untrusted’ VM.

Lindstrom continues and explains that, in a broad sense, the vulnerability level of a system is a
measure of the attack surface. An attack surface can be defined as the nature and extent of
resources on a system that are exposed and, therefore, attackable. Virtualization increases the
vulnerability by adding the attack surface of the hypervisor and the VMM.
There are several documents out there summarizing the general virtualization security
concerns like [GAR10c, PCI11, SCA11]. In cloud computing, virtualization technologies still
share the same security issues, but those are increased by the multi-tenant architecture and
the erosion of the perimeter.
The traditional measures for security should be no longer an option. Organizations do not
realize that using their existing physical server security in virtual environments actually limits
their ability to maximize their use of virtualization and cloud technologies [TRE10]. This also
leaves organizations exposed in ways not thought, causing significant security gaps.
CSA understands the importance with a specific security domain to deal with the problems
created by virtualization in multi-tenant environments security guidance [CSA09a]. In this
guidance, CSA is primarily concern about the impact that virtualization has on network security.
Because VMs can now communicate through the hypervisor instead of through the physical
network, the traditional network security controls become useless; and express the necessity
of these controls to take a new form in the virtual environment.
Another important aspect of the security is the sharing of resources between VMs with
different sensitivities, security, and owners. Unless a new security architecture is developed
that does not require any network dependency for protection, this risk will always be present
[CSA09a].
CSA goes further with the importance of virtualization in the Cloud in their document “Top
Threats to Cloud Computing” [CSA10], where the ‘shared technologies issues’ is mentioned as
one of the most significant threats.
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Trends provide [TRE10] a list of security challenges of virtualization in the Cloud that
summarize almost all the problems:


Inter-VM Attacks: The new communication channel created between VMs cannot be
monitored using traditional network security controls.



Instant-on gaps: Provide up-to-date security to dormant VMs becomes a difficult task.
A compromised image of a VM could potentially create a security breach when
instanced.



Mixed Trust level VMs: Several VMs with different security levels could potentially be
placed on the same host machine. This is especially concerning when coexisting with
unknown tenants.



Resource contention: Accidental or unauthorized use of shared resources can
potentially lead to a denial of service.



Complexity of management: Management of the VMs becomes harder than before,
requiring more complex patching and configuration policies.



Multi-tenancy: VMs now coexist with other unknown and potentially malicious VMs.



Lack of audit trail: The process of monitoring and log VMs activities becomes more
difficult on virtualization environments.

Other concerns like laws, regulations, and standards that govern the IT infrastructure were not
designed with virtualization in mind [REE09]. Furthermore, some of them even predate the
acceptance of virtualization technologies, like a standard that requires certain data to be
stored on a different server than other system logic. In a virtualization environment, both
systems could exist on the same host, and be isolated from each other, so, is it or not the
environment compliant with the standard?
Several issues arise from virtualization in cloud environments, but this can actually become an
advantage for organisations. The absence of a security perimeter and the highly volatile nature
of VMs will force organisations to adopt robust security processes which can result in a highsecurity computing infrastructure according to Reese [REE09].
This thesis will focus on the threats exposed by a malicious tenant coexisting in the same host
system with other tenants in a public IaaS Cloud. More precisely the following threats will be
analyzed:
-

Virtual machine to virtual machine attacks (VM-to-VM).
Virtual machine to hypervisor attacks (VM-to-Hypervisor).
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3.4. Summary
Cloud computing provides a new IT model with several benefits. However, there are many
security concerns that must be deal with first. Quoting CSA [CSA09a]: “Cloud computing is
about gracefully losing control while maintaining accountability even if the operational
responsibility falls upon one or more third parties”.
To get the most from cloud computing several technologies and architectures should be mixed
to enhance the features, in particular multi-tenancy and virtualization; but they bring their
own security concerns to the already large list of cloud computing.
Multi-tenancy architectures allow servers that were under used until now to be efficiently
managed to reallocate the spare resources. Multiple tenants can coexist in the same host
machine making the most of their CPU, memory, and networking capabilities. In public clouds,
organisations put at risk their data and operations sharing ‘houses’ with other unknown
tenants, which can perfectly be malicious attackers with thirst of get some rewards.
Virtualization is the means to create multi-tenant environments. Virtualization allows multiple
guest OSs to run on the same host maximizing the resources. The hypervisor/VMM act as a
virtualization layer, emulating the necessary hardware for each guest OS contained in the VMs.
It also provides a virtual network to allow communications between the VMs without
degrading the physical network capability of the host system.
As multi-tenancy, virtualization comes with its own issues. The hypervisor provides a new
attack surface to be compromised; and the virtual network enables a malicious VM to perform
attacks on other VMs avoiding traditional network security controls. This requires a new form
to approach network security like using privileged VMs; but this also generates new security
risks if being compromised.
CSA accurately states [CSA09a]: “the lowest common denominator of security will be shared by
all tenants in the multi-tenant virtual environment unless a new security architecture can be
achieved that does not ‘wire in’ any network dependency for protection”.
The movement to the Cloud could mean an improvement in security to many organisations.
New robust security controls will be required in order to assure proper security with the deperimeterization, and to be compliant with the everyday more strict laws and regulations.
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< THE THREATS >
“Virtualization is not immune to security flaws ... ‘real’ environments
aren’t safe simply because they sit behind virtual environments”,
Ivan Arce, 2008

SECTION 4: VM – TO – VM
4.1. Introduction
Cloud computing with its scalable, agile, and on-demand services provides many benefits to
organisations; but at the same time introduces a new range of risks to information security.
Most of them are created from the new trust relationship between the CSP and the consumers
[RIS09]. However, there are other risks related to the infrastructures that could go unnoticed.
In order to maximize their infrastructures, CSPs enable multi-tenancy thus allowing different
tenants to coexist on the same physical host. VMs will share the resources (memory, CPU,
network…) of the physical machine and, at the same time, each VM will be separated from the
others creating a false state of ‘isolation’.
Tenants with different security contexts and unknown owners will be sharing the same
environment believing they are alone. Now a consumer’s VM could be sharing resources with
their adversaries or with malicious VM that will wait for the opportunity to penetrate this
‘isolation’ barrier in order to glean sensitive information and violate customer confidentiality
[JAR10].
Multi-tenancy introduces many risks in all the cloud service models, but especially IaaS clouds
where the consumers have a lot of control. However, it needs to be considered that some CSPs
are actually hosted in IaaS clouds. For example, some SaaS providers like twitter [TWI11] make
use of services from IaaS providers like Amazon Web Services (AWS). Thus, the risk also
extends to the users of those SaaS.
Broadly speaking there are three types of attacks on VMs [HYD09]:


VM-to-VM: An attacker may use a VM to try to communicate and compromise other
VM on the same physical host; therefore breaking the isolation characteristic of VMs.



Denial of service (DoS): An attacker will try to exhaust the resources from a physical
host in order to deny service of the other VMs in the machine. As the source of the
attack is a VM and the target are the co-resident VMs, DoS will be considered as a VMto-VM attack.



VM-to-Hypervisor: An attacker tries to escape from the isolation created by the
hypervisor in order to compromise it, which can potentially give access to the host OS
and hardware.

In this section, we will look at the first two attacks. An overview will be provided with a critical
analysis of the issue, consequences, and solutions. On later sections, the last attack will be
analyzed.
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4.2. The Problem
Traditionally, hosts were secured by placing security controls in the network monitoring the
communications. After years of experience, these controls were secure enough to provide a
reasonable sense of security. Now cloud computing and virtualization have broken that
confidence.
The long-established network security controls are no longer effective since communications
between VMs (on the same physical host) are through virtual networks provided by
hypervisors; and the hypervisor, in order to reduce its complexity, does not have the proper
capability to monitor and analyze the communications [POS11]. The traffic between VMs is
now ‘off the radar’, which gives opportunity to several threats.
There is another cause for these new threats. The CSP creates some level of ‘trust’ between
VMs allowing VMs from different consumers to coexist without considering the risks that could
potentially create between them in case a malicious VM [COX11].
In a VM-to-VM attack, also referred as guest-to-guest attack, an attacker makes use of a VM to
try to access, control, or gain information of other VMs on the same host machine. To do this,
the malicious VM makes use of the shared resources (shared memory, network connections...)
to compromise the other VMs, without compromising the hypervisor layer [RIS09]. For
example, an attacker could try to interfere in a VM’s operation by determining where the
victim’s allocated memory lies and later writing over it.
Figure VIII shows an attack from a malicious VM to other VMs hosted on the same hypervisor.

Figure VIII – VM to VM attack – [HYD09]

Provide full isolation is not always possible, and sometimes it is desirable to allow VMs to
communicate with each other [HYD09]. There are several applications that require this such as
dedicated monitoring using VSAs, or implementing a network technology that requires
multiple peers.
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There are few documented VM-to-VM attacks [RIS09] on IaaS public clouds, but an attack is
generally placed in three main stages:
1. Locate and place the attacker VM on the same physical machine of the target VM.
2. Obtain information about the target VM.
3. Exploit a shared resource to compromise the target VM.
An attacker aims to initialize a VM on the same physical host of the target VM. When placed
on the same host is necessary to check that the malicious VM coexists with the target VM.
After that, information is gathered about the target. Finally, the attacker exploits a resource
shared between the co-resident VMs in order to compromise the target.
The next section explores three stages described, including different exploits of shared
resources.
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4.3. Reaching the Target
The first step to compromise a VM is locating the target and instance a malicious VM on the
same host machine. In an IaaS cloud, it is hard to conceal the network topology. This, added to
the transparency of the network topology, allows an attacker to discover the location of the
target VM on the cloud, instance a VM on the same host machine, and determine co-residence
with the target [RIS09].
Therefore, the process of locating the target can be divided into two steps:
-

Mapping the Cloud.
Achieving co-residence.

The next sections explore these steps. Additionally methods to determine if co-residence has
been achieved will be explored too.
4.3.1. Mapping the Cloud (Cloud Cartography)
In a cloud infrastructure, network topology is supposed to be kept private. CSPs try to achieve
this by just allowing users to specify the rough geographic region (e.g. US, Europe) where
create their VMs. However, a research performed by UCSD and MIT [RIS09] demonstrated a
way to map the cloud and further compromise a VM on Amazon’s EC2.
So far this work has been the most accurate on this area; therefore, will be used as a model.
Although the attack was performed on EC2, the researchers claim that this vulnerability would
probably arise too on other IaaS clouds since functionalities provided are similar [RIS09].
The process to map a cloud is composed by two steps.
Enumerating public services
In the case of EC2, VMs can only be co-resident if they have the same creation parameters (e.g.
region, instance type). The research also identified that a strong correlation exists between the
cloud internal IP addresses assigned to VM and their creation parameters. To achieve this
conclusion they enumerated the public EC2-based web servers using external probes (nmap,
hping, and wget).
Mapping external to internal IPs
The next step is to translate responsive public IPs to internal IPs. CSPs usually provide a DNS
service to map public IP addresses to private IP addresses which means any user can run a DNS
query, even a malicious attacker.
The information acquired so far can then be used to determine if an application is hosted on
EC2 and the creation parameters of its VM. This drastically reduces the number of instances
needed before a co-resident placement is achieved [RIS09].
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4.3.2. Determining Co-Residence
Before placing a malicious VM with the target VM, it is necessary to have a process to
determine the correct co-residence. This process widely varies depending of the hypervisor
implemented and the network policy on the IaaS cloud.
The Xen hypervisor runs a privileged VM (called dom0) along with the other VMs on the host
machine [RIS09]. In virtualized environments, all the network traffic to the physical network
goes through the hypervisor, and the Xen hypervisor run as a VM which means it has an IP
address. This means that the next hop of a VM’s network traffic is the hypervisor’s IP address,
which can be used to identify the server.
A traceroute analysis between the malicious VM and the target VM returns the IP of the
routers between them, which can be used to confirm co-residence. The process could be even
simpler. If both VMs are on the same host machine, just the IP of the hypervisor should be
returned from the traceroute; therefore, if just one IP is returned it means that co-residence is
achieved.
Other network-based method to determine co-residence were identified on the research
[RIS09], including packet round-trip times, and numerically close internal IP addresses.
However, as the method already described, all are implemented with some restrictions (Xen
hypervisor, EC2 cloud structure). The goal of this section is to describe the necessity of this
step as part of an attack, considering that depending on the environment conditions different
techniques will be required.
There are other approaches to determine co-residence. HomeAlone [ZHA11] is a system that
verifies if a VM has exclusive use of a host machine. Although the purpose of this tool is to
assure exclusivity for a VM, it can be used as a method to confirm co-residence with other VMs.
Instead of a network-based approach, HomeAlone makes use of the vulnerabilities of sidechannels to analyze possible co-residence.
4.3.3. Achieving Co-Residence
After having determined the creation parameters for initialize the malicious VM, and have a
reliable test to determine co-residence, the next step is to create a VM on the same physical
host as the target. After achieving co-residence, the malicious VM would be able to start
compromising the target VM.
Two approaches are tested in [RIS09] to achieve co-residence.
Brute forcing placement
This approach is the simplest possible: launch VM instances over a relative long period of time,
with the appropriate creation parameters, checking co-residence with the target. If it is not coresident, then the VM is terminated and another one is launched. This process is repeated
until co-residence is achieved.
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A moderate success rate was obtained for this method on [RIS09]. A target group set of 1,686
servers were selected and 1,785 probes instances were launched over 18 days, each checking
co-residence against all the targets. The prove VMs achieved at least 8.4% coverage of the
target set.
Instance flooding
The instance flooding approach aims to “take advantage of the parallel placement locality
exhibited by the EC2 placement algorithms” [RIS09]. These algorithms tend to initialize newly
VMs on the same server. So, when a target VM is launched, the attacker launches
simultaneously as much VMs as possible.
One of the characteristics of cloud computing is to run servers only when needed. When the
VMs are not needed they are simply stopped, and later resumed when needed. Therefore, an
attacker can monitor a server’s state until it stops, and as soon as it is resumed, engage in
instance flooding [RIS09].
This approach is better for individual or small sets of targets. However, it exploits a feature of
EC2 (auto-scaling and EC2 placement algorithms). Depending on the IaaS environment, this
type of approach will need to be executed using different methods, though auto-scaling will
probably be a feature of any IaaS cloud.
Figure IX shows the complete process to reach the target:

Figure IX – EC2 instance networking – [RIS11]
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4.4. Obtaining Target’s Information
Once a malicious VM is placed on the target’s host machine, an attacker can use side-channels
to leak information about the target. When enough information is gathered the attacker will
be able to compromise the VM.
The main goal of side-channel attacks, also known as cross-VM when between VMs, is to
extract confidential information from neighbour VMs. Because of resource allocation (e.g.
CPU’s cache data, network...) between co-resident VMs, it is possible to leak information
about co-resident VM’s activity levels using several techniques.
Side-channel attacks have long been studied, especially in multi-process environments where
have been used to extract cryptographic keys [TRO09, PAG02]. These attacks demonstrate that
even though it may not seem particularly useful to monitor the resource usage, it actually is if
obtained by a clever attacker.
The side-channel attacks used to extract cryptographic keys mainly compromise the data cache
memory. However, any resource shareable between different tenants can be used as a sidechannel: CPU branch predictors and instruction cache [ACI06, ACI07b, GRU02], CPU pipelines
[ACI07a], DRAM memory bus [MOS07], etc.
Some complications arise when trying to run cross-VM attacks on the cloud. Several factors
like core migration, coarser scheduling algorithms, or double indirection of memory addresses,
can make the attacks more complex. In the case of EC2, other factors like unknown load from
other instances and the CPU configuration (no hyperthreading), affect too [RIS09].
In order to overcome these issues, it is better opt for more coarse-grained attacks. Less
information is obtained, but the implementation is much easier and robust in noisy
environments like the Cloud [RIS09].
We will now explore cross-VM methods analyzed in [RIS09] as possible means to leak
information about the co-resident VMs on an IaaS cloud.
Measure cache usage
The goal of measuring cache usage is to see how busy a server is. By measuring the CPU cache
utilization on the physical machine, a malicious VM can try to estimate the current load. If the
attacker VM is co-resident with the target VM, then a high load will indicate activity on the
target. Despite the several methods available, most of them exploit the timing difference
between the cache and the main memory [ZHA11].
A well-known method is PRIME+PROBE [OSV06, TRO09, ZHA11]. In a nutshell, the malicious
VM fills an entire cache set by reading a memory region M from its own memory space. Then
the attacker waits a specified interval while the cache is utilized by the target VM. Finally the
malicious VM times the reading of the same memory region M to learn the target’s cache
activity on the cache set [ZHA11]. If the target has a high cache activity, then most of the
attacker’s data will be erased from the cache. This will result in a higher timing measurement
when the attacker reads again the memory after the specified interval.
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Estimating traffic rates
This method could sound harmless; but, if properly analyzed, it can be used to deduce activity
patterns, peak trading times for maximize the effect of DoS attacks, and other uses.
Additionally, information about the number of visitors or most frequently visited pages can be
estimated. This information might not be public, so a competitor could take advantage of it.
Ristenpart et al. [RIS09] estimate the web-traffic of a co-resident web server on their research.
However, there is a significant limitation to their method since it requires the malicious VM
and the co-resident target VM to be the only VMs on the physical machine.
On the next section, possible applications of the information gathered from this stage and
attacks against co-resident VMs will be explored.
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4.5. Compromising the Target
So far the target VM has been localized, a malicious VM has been placed in the same host
machine and co-residence has been verified. Through different side-channel attacks,
information about the target has been leaked, which can now be used to compromise the
target.
In a VM escape, a malicious VM compromises the co-resident’s data and processes or try to
gains unauthorised access to the hypervisor. In this section, we will explore different cross-VM
attacks using the information gathered to compromise the co-resident VMs.
The basic concept of virtualization is to provide isolation between the different VMs. If the
virtualization layer fails to achieve this, cross-VM attacks become feasible. The nature of
multiplexing resources between the tenants is what makes harder to obtain complete isolation.
The following sections explore some examples of cross-VM attacks that make use of shared
resources to compromise co-residents’ data and processes.
4.5.1. Cryptographic Keys Extraction
As mention in 4.4, several works exist related to the extraction of cryptographic keys using
side-channels [TRO09, PAG02, OSV06]. However, other researches indicate [RIS09] that right
now these are no viable on the cloud due to restrictions of the environment like core
migration, coarser scheduling algorithms, or double indirection of memory addresses.
4.5.2. Keystroke Timing Attack
A keystroke timing attack aims to measure the time between keystrokes made by a victim
typing a password or other sensitive information. Previous research show how to perform this
attack on a SSH terminal [SON01].
The information recovered from the measurement can later be used to recover passwords.
Before the Cloud, an attacker used a network tap to time packet arrivals; but now, in public
IaaS clouds, malicious VMs can monitor the keystrokes in real time via cache-based load
measurements [RIS09].
The hypothesis proposed by Ristenpart et al. [RIS09] is that a spike in load means that a letter
has been typed into the co-resident VM’s terminal. A malicious VM can observe the cache
memory until the target, initiates a secure connection, and then try to determine the password.
However, there is a drawback to this hypothesis. It is validated on an EC2-like virtualized
environment (Amazon service agreement limited the execution of this attack) and on a pinned
Xen machine. On EC2 Xen hypervisor, VMs are moved between the four cores but instead, the
pinned XEN machine uses just one core. This means that is necessary to wait until the attacker
and target VMs are in the same core, which is about 25% of the time [RIS09].
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4.5.3. Shared Clipboard Attack
There are some hypervisors that run on top of an existing OS, which allow sharing the
clipboard between VMs and the host. This has some benefits when the VM running on the
physical machine has the same owner. However, when different tenants coexist on the same
host, could potentially have catastrophic consequences.
Shared clipboards support data transfer between the VMs and the host. A malicious VM can
take advantage of this feature by reading information from the clipboard (many users paste
passwords on the clipboard or other sensitive information), or try to infect other VMs or the
host itself [RUE09]. There have been several vulnerabilities identified that allow this type of
attack [CVE07b, CVE07c, SCT07].
4.5.4. Sniffing Attack
As mentioned on the 3.3.2, network is another resource that VMs can share on a host machine.
VMs share the physical machine’s network interface card (NIC) to communicate with the
physical network.
Isolation is one of the basic principles of virtualization, but can be broken at the network level
if not properly secured. Both the attacker VM and the target VM use the same NIC; therefore if
the malicious VM runs a sniffer and puts the NIC in promiscuous mode, the traffic from other
VMs could be eavesdropped [BOZ10].
Another possibility for sniff traffic is when the VMs need to communicate with each other. The
traffic instead goes outside the host machine will be managed by the hypervisor which will
create a virtual network for this purpose.
In virtualized environments, virtual switches (vSwitch) are created to fulfil traditional switch or
hub’s tasks. These vSwitches work in the same as the physical ones, providing also the
expected security and isolation [MAR09]; but, as their physical analogous, if not properly
configured they can allow a VM to sniff traffic directed to other VMs.
As an example, VMware vSwitches use virtual port groups. These allow the creation of virtual
ports with particular sets of specifications [VMW07]. These port groups can be shared
between VMs. If an attacker can get access to the vSwitch and set it to promiscuous mode
(could be that it is set by default) and also shares the same port group with the target VM,
then the attacker can potentially sniff the traffic intended to the co-resident VM [RAM09].
Virtual networks and physical networks share the same vulnerabilities. As physical NICs, each
VM is assigned a media access control (MAC) address. It is necessary to implement some
traditional protocols like address resolution protocol (ARP) to redirect VMs’ traffic properly.
A well known vulnerability of ARP is ARP poisoning attack. ARP does not require proof-of-origin,
so it is possible to claim any MAC address by issuing gratuitous ARP messages. A malicious VM
can potentially exploit this to redirect all the inbound/outbound traffic of a co-resident VM to
the malicious VM [KIR07].
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4.5.5. Denial of Service (DoS)
Denial of service is a particular type of cross-VM attacks in the Cloud. Instead, trying to leak
some information from co-resident VMs, an attacker aims to exhaust the resources from a
physical host in order to deny service to the other VMs in the machine.
The risk of DoS attacks in the Cloud is as present as it was in non-virtualized multiprocessing
systems [GRU02, HYU07, MOS07]. However, because the host machine resources (CPU,
network, memory...) are shared between all the VMs and the host machine, the impact of a
DoS attack is potentially more dangerous.
According to Hyde [HYD09], DoS attacks in the Cloud are usually enabled because improper
configuration of the hypervisor. This misconfiguration could potentially lead to unintended
resource exhaustion like boot storms, which occurs when many co-resident VMs try to boot at
the same time, or antivirus storms (AV-storm), which is a consequence of multiple antivirus
performing concurrent scans on the same host machine creating big spikes of I/O calls and CPU
consumption [VMW10].
Attackers can also ramp up the available shared resources deliberately in order to compromise
an entire host system. The exhaustion of resources can take many forms, from consuming all
the CPU cycles of the VM, write continuously on the assigned memory of the VM, or
performing recursively I/O operations on the VM’s virtual disk. These methods executed by a
single malicious VM are not very effective; however, if the attacker manages to instance
several VMs on the host machine target, the DoS attack becomes more viable.
The main goal of DoS attacks is to restrict the use of resources to other entities. The coresident VMs performance is heavily affected. DoS can be used to depredate guest OSs’
execution, or as a bridge to launch another attack. There other possible outcomes come from
a DoS attack. Termination of VMs, or hinder the communications between the host machine
and the VMs to prevent their management by users or administrators are some examples.
Attackers can also make use of vulnerabilities in the hypervisor in order to perform a DoS
attack. Vulnerabilities have been found in some of the most famous hypervisors that allow DoS.
In Microsoft’s Hyper-V “a malformed sequence of machine instructions run by an authenticated
user in one of the guest virtual machines hosted by the Hyper-V server” [MIC10] could cause a
DoS. Another vulnerability was found in VMware Workstation [CVE07f] where, under some
circumstances, a malicious attacker could potentially cause an error by trying to store some
malformed data, which could enable a DoS attack on the host.
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4.6. Analysis
In the Cloud, the concept of a threat is changing. Although virtualization has been around for a
long time, the users were usually trusted. Multi-tenancy, virtualization, and public clouds allow
attackers to avoid half of the work. Without almost any effort, it is possible to reach the doors
next to the targets.
Threats coming from other co-resident VMs are something worth to consider when analyzing
the risks of migrating to the Cloud. It is true that there have not been many real attacks of this
type, but it is just a matter of time this changes. The Cloud has been already used for malicious
purposes [AMA10], but attackers have not started yet to take advantage of multi-tenant and
virtualization vulnerabilities.
The steps explored in this thesis to perform attacks are a possible method, but it is impossible
to predict how an attack will be executed in the end. The only option available is to prepare for
it, taking security in mind from the beginning. Not all stages of the attack are viable in today’s
clouds. It is really hard to research effective PoCs because is necessary to break the CSP
policies, so PoCs just provide a theory of an actual attack.
Some actions can be taken to minimize the exposure, but the CSP infrastructure will be the key
factor to determine the proper security controls. Recommendations will be provided in the
next sections about how to mitigate each stage of the attack, also general guidelines to ensure
robust security for the cloud consumers in an IaaS public cloud.
4.6.1. Moving the Target Away
The first step to harden Cloud cartography techniques is to develop a framework to map
properly the network topology by the CSP. This can have some consumer issues. Knowing
where users’ VMs are requires developing the framework assuring privacy. The framework
must provide the CSP with a map of their network topology to create a good defence strategy.
The example provided on this thesis for Cloud cartography was used by Ristenpart et al.
[RIS09]. The scenario was on Amazon’s EC2, which has its own policies different from other
CSPs. So the following recommendations are focused for that environment. However, other
CSPs should take these guidelines in consideration too when establishing their policies and
networks.
Randomizing the location of the VMs when instanced along with assigning random IPs will
complicate attackers’ work when trying to locate the target. Additionally this prevents instance
flooding techniques to create VMs on the same host machine as the target.
Another method to difficult the localization of a target is to restrict the DNS service inside the
Cloud by segmenting the network. This restricts VMs from the same owner to see just each
other. In EC2, running a traceroute provides a mean to check co-residence with the target. This
was possible because the Xen privileged VM, dom0, is always the first hop. Eliminating the
dom0 from all the traceroutes prevents this.
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Finally, monitor the Cloud for suspicious activities like multiple VMs from the same owner
rapidly created and destroyed will indicate some signs of possible attacks.
4.6.2. Hidden Target’s Information
The best practice to prevent leaked information is to provide separate resources for each VM,
but then the whole concept of virtualization and multi-tenancy becomes useless. Clearly it is
not a viable option.
It is necessary to minimize the exposure of the shared resources. Provide specific areas within
the memory for each VM to perform their most critical processes and process their sensitive
data does not eliminate the risk, but it decreases the impact.
One of the main problems pointed by researchers when exploring side channel attacks is the
problem of noise. This can become an advantage on the process to secure the resources.
Providing continuous input noise on the shared resources complicates the task of extracting
usable information. This must be done without affecting the performance.
In general, strict controls and policies must be put in place on the shared resources to prevent
leakage. Cache-based attacks are probably the most notably and well researched. Looking for
cache memory access patterns, wipe out cache memory, use random delay insertion
techniques, or new cache designs in the microprocessor core [WAN08] are some methods that
can mitigate the impact.
4.6.3. Containing the Exploitation
Although there are no documented cross-VM attacks in the real Cloud, it is a matter of time
that becomes a reality. In order to mitigate the risk, it is necessary to minimize the
vulnerabilities. Some of these vulnerabilities that allow malicious VMs to compromise other
VMs are on the virtualization layer. Hypervisors sometimes provide functionalities that are not
necessary (e.g. shared clipboard), which increase the attack surface. Eliminating unnecessary
services is a must to increase security.
Some examples of exploits were provided in 4.5.1 and later sections. Cryptographic keys
extraction can be prevented by zeroing-out encryption keys stored in memory once used.
Keystroke timing attacks are hard to overcome. A good approach is to insert noise on the
system to hinder the lecture of performance.
There are several techniques that decrease the risk of sniffing attacks. VMs must be divided
depending on their security needs to prevent gaps on the security. Additionally, physical
machines hosting critical applications should be equipped with a NIC for each VM to prevent
sniffing. ARP poisoning attacks can be prevented using an ARP protocol that requires
authentication.
Like in traditional networks, virtual network security controls must be deployed over the
virtual network. These are not yet well developed, so it is necessary more effort from the CSPs
to enhance the effectiveness of virtual network tools.
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DoS attacks are present on every multi-process system. The guidelines are usually the same,
limit the resources. In this case, the resources allocated for each guest should be limited to
prevent DoS.
4.6.4. Making the Cloud a Better Place to Live
Some other actions can be taken to provide a safer environment in the Cloud. Checking the
integrity of the VM images, have a proper patch management framework in place, and use
verified and tested VM images mitigate risks of altered VMs.
The communications between VMs should be monitored to the possible extent without
breaking the service level agreements, and security logs from each VM must be collected to
analyze it. A possible approach is the use of dedicated machines to analyse this information to
reduce the burden of the hypervisor. All the traffic is then routed through these monitoring
machines, where all the communications will be analyzed for abnormal behaviour.
The virtual network should follow guidelines for traditional networks, monitoring and logging
the activities on the vSwitch. Staff with enough expertise is required to manage the different
aspects of the infrastructure.
All the communication channels should be encrypted, along with the content of the storage
disks. As a general rule, everything that can be encrypted should be encrypted. Depending on
the sensitivity of the information different strengths of encryption can be used, but no channel
should be in plain text.
In the end, there are no perfect guidelines or configurations that guarantee security of a
system. The only possibility to eradicate completely the threat of other unknown tenants is to
pay the CSP to provide exclusivity on host machines for the VMs of a same organisation.
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4.7. Summary
In public IaaS clouds sharing the resources of physical machines maximize the effectiveness;
however, the uncertainty of with whom the system is shared is scary. A neighbour could
potentially be a direct competitor, or a malicious attacker, for example, that wants to affect
negatively the business of the co-resident VM owners by compromising their data or processes.
Public clouds are extremely complex networks. It is hard for the CSPs to define the exact
topology because the auto-scaling, and auto-provisioning characteristics of the Cloud. During
the first stage of an attack, locates the target in the cloud network. An attacker can map the
cloud for the specific target through several network-based techniques.
Once the target is located, the attacker instances a VM on the same host machine as the target.
This is not an easy task, and the CSP processes for allocating VMs become crucial to prevent
this part. Methods to determine co-residence with the target are necessary. Either by networkbased techniques [RIS09] or side channel techniques [ZHA11], this can be check.
Moving to the second stage, the attacker extracts information about the target. Usually the
information obtained is unusable because the noise in multi-tenant systems. However, the
information leaked can potentially be very valuable once obtained. Cache-based techniques
are the most used, although any shared resource is potentially a source of information.
Finally, after having instanced the VM and obtained the pertinent information, an attack is
performed. The different resources shared between tenants give the venues to perform such
attacks. Any resource shared or communication channel can be potentially exploited unless
proper measures are taken; and, even if properly secured, the threat of DoS on the VMs is
always present.
The analysis shows that the threats and vulnerabilities exist, so everything falls in hands of the
CSPs and users to hinder any malicious attack. If no actions are taken, the likelihood of attacks
in a near future will greatly increase.
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SECTION 5: VM – TO – HYPERVISOR
5.1. Introduction
In the previous section, we explored the attack vector created from a malicious VM trying to
compromise a co-resident VM on the same physical host. But, other VMs are not the only
target, the hypervisor provides a more tempting goal for attackers.
The hypervisor requires a privileged level in order to manage and allocate the physical
resources between the host machine and the guests OSs. This means that the security of the
host machine is linked to the security of the hypervisor, so any unauthorized access to the
hypervisor can potentially compromise the environment.
Usually attackers do not perform random attacks. Instead, they aim to target a specific target
or targets. The first necessary step to perform the attack is to locate and instance a VM on the
same host machine of the VM or hypervisor targeted. This process has already been described
in 4.3, so this section will explore the vulnerabilities and exploits that a malicious VM can use
on a hypervisor/VMM.
5.2. The Problem
In order to enable virtualization, it is necessary to introduce a new layer on the IT
infrastructure. The virtualization layer is composed by the hypervisor or virtual machine
monitor (VMM). The hypervisor is a piece of software that manages the sharing of a physical
host’s resources among multiple VMs.
As any other piece of software, the hypervisor increases the risks of the environment because
introduces more code and complexity [LIN08]. Hypervisors have less code than traditional OSs,
and their interactions with the real world are very limited, so they are supposed to be more
secure than OSs. However, in order to provide on-demand services, IaaS clouds require more
functionality on the hypervisor which introduces new security issues.
Furthermore, the hypervisor provides a transparent layer between the guest OSs and the host
OS. This limits the effectiveness of tools at this layer unless they have been specifically
developed to interact with it according to [GAR10c].
An IaaS environment there is high interaction between the hypervisor and the cloud
consumers. Several APIs are provided to the users to assure a scaling and on-demand service;
but this arises many risks. For example, the capability for automatically commission and
decommission VM instances requires a complex interaction between the hypervisor and the
VMs which increase the potential vulnerabilities in both entities.
Hypervisors get more complex, and consequently vulnerabilities increase. In 2010, the Xen
hypervisor 3.x had 17 known vulnerabilities [AZA10]. After one year, the known vulnerabilities
increased to 28 [SEC11a]. The VMware ESX 3.x bare-metal hypervisor went from 165 known
vulnerabilities [AZA10] to 409 [SEC11b] in just one year. This shows that, even with less code
than OSs, hypervisors introduce an attack vector.
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Gaining access to the hypervisor is the ultimate goal for an attacker. Compromising the
hypervisor provides the attacker with potentially total control over the VMs running on the
host machine. Furthermore, the entire host machine and the cloud network become accessible
for the attacker, opening new venues for potential targets. When an attacker controls the
hypervisor gains the ability “to execute arbitrary code on the host with the privileges of the
hypervisor process” [ORM07].
Attacks on the hypervisor can be categorized in two main types:


VM escape: An attacker executes code with the hypervisor privileges.



Rogue Hypervisor: An attacker takes control over the hypervisor or host machine.

The next sections will explore each type providing some examples. After that, the attacks on
the hypervisor will be analyzed, and recommendations will be provided on how to mitigate
them.
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5.3. VM Escape
Isolation is essential of virtualization. Not just to make feel the guest OS as if it is alone in the
physical machine, but also to protect the host and the other guest OSs from potential
malicious attackers; but, what if a program running is able to bypass the virtualization layer
gaining access to the host system? This is the worst-case scenario.
This attack is also known as ‘VM escape’ [REU07]. In a VM escape, a program running in a VM
will violate the isolation layer in order to run with the hypervisor’s root privileges instead with
the VM privileges. The outcome of this “is a complete breakdown in the security model of the
system” [KIR07].
The term ‘escape’ is used because the goal of the attacker is to allow some code running on a
guest OS to break out and interact directly with the hypervisor, therefore, escaping from the
isolation provided by the virtual layer. Once the escape has been completed, an attacker will
have access to the host OS and the other VMs running on the physical machine.
The consequences of this attack are unpredictable; an attacker could potentially do anything
[CAR09]. Turn off the VMs in the host, further compromise the cloud network, or leak sensitive
data from the storage disks, the only limit is the attacker skills.
To perform this type of attacks, an attacker makes use of the different communication
channels with the hypervisor. VMs use hypercalls to communicate with the underlying
hypervisor [XEN05]. A hypercall is similar to a system call made by a user program to request
some privileged action (e.g. I/O service) of the OS kernel. The difference between a hypercall
and a system call is that the former is done by an OS running on top of the virtualization layer
to the hypervisor running on the host machine. Hypervisors provide different APIs to the VMs
with the different hypercalls available. It is important to note that the hypercalls vary
depending on the vendor.
Hypercalls open a new attack vector for malicious VMs to compromise the hypervisor. Several
reasons make hypercalls potential venues for attacks. Hypervisors sometimes do not check
whether the hypercall is invoked by a kernel or a user mode program within the guest OS.
Furthermore, hypercalls rely on the data provided by the actual code, which experience shows
it could potentially lead to buffer overflow attacks [CVE07d].
Several PoCs have been demonstrated so far. Ormandy [ORM07] conducted a research against
multiple virtualization platforms finding several exploitable flaws that could allow an attacker
to perform a VM escape into the host system. Other PoCs [LEU09] have demonstrated VM
escapes through VM shared resources called VMchat, VMftp, VMcat, and VMdrag-n-sploit.
An exploit that had a significant impact on the community was the Cloudburst VM escape
[KOR09]. Cloudburst is an exploit that enables a VM to compromise the host system by taking
advantage of a flaw in VMware Workstation and Cloudburst, an IBM’s cloud service
provisioning software for cloud providers [IBM11].
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Other PoCs [SHE05, FER06] demonstrate other ways to perform VM escapes, and several
vulnerabilities have been found that allow an attacker to gain elevated privileges in the host
machine [CVE07d, CVE07e, CVE09b, CVE10a] using buffer overflow attacks.
There exist other types of VM escape attacks with some basics similar to those presented for
VM in 4.5. An example is directory traversal vulnerabilities in the shared folder feature of the
hypervisor that allow guest VMs to read or write arbitrary files on the host system [CVE07a,
CVE08a, CVE09a, HIG08]. The vulnerability arises because some hosted virtualization systems
allow guest OSs to share information with host OSs through shared folders.
Another example is ‘VMware backdoor I/O’. Ken Kato [KAT05] discovered this vulnerability by
reverse engineering a communication channel between the guest and the host OSs. In theory,
this channel potentially allows a malicious guest OS to steal data from the shared clipboard,
leak information about the host, or other potential attacks.
Escaping the isolation layer provided by the hypervisor is one of the most critical risks in cloud
environments. It can potentially mean a compromise of the rest of the cloud network. A real
example illustrates particularly the risks of bugs in the communication channels of the
hypervisor. In 2009, Varserv.com [GOO09] was hit by an attacker that exploited a vulnerability
in a virtualization application called HyperVM. The exploit allowed the attacker to execute
privilege commands on the cloud network. The attacker successfully destroyed 100,000
websites hosted by Varserv.com, half of them unrecoverable.
The next section will explore the threat of rogue hypervisors.
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5.4. The Rogue Hypervisor
Rootkits are a powerful tool for any attacker trying to compromise a system. A rootkit as
defined by Wikipedia is “software that enables continued privileged access to a computer while
actively hiding its presence from administrators by subverting standard operating system
functionality or other applications” [WIK11a].
With virtualization, and especially with the increase of cloud services, rootkits are starting to
aim for the hypervisor. The effectiveness of rootkits comes from their ability to hide from the
host OS, while taking advantage of the high level of privilege of the host system.
VM-based rootkits initiate a ‘rogue’ hypervisor porting the existing host OS to a VM. The new
guest OS still believes it is running as the host OS, with the corresponding control over the
machine resources, even though it is not. The rogue hypervisor also creates a cover channel to
execute unauthorized code into the system [KRU10]. This escalation of privileges potentially
gives an attacker control over any VM running on the host machine and to manipulate the
activities on the system.
Two of the most notably PoC of rogue hypervisors are:
-

SubVirt, by researchers of Microsoft and the University of Michigan.

-

Blue Pill, by Joanna Rutkowska.

SubVirt
In 2006, researchers from Microsoft and the University of Michigan published a paper
describing a theoretical VM-based rootkit [KIN06] called ‘SubVirt’. The goal of SubVirt is to
place itself under the hypervisor in order to monitor and log the resident VM’s activities.
SubVirt installs an OS which carries a VM hypervisor and becomes the new host OS by
transferring the original to a VM under the new hypervisor. The rootkit is designed to work on
the most typical OSs, Windows and Linux, using different VM emulators depending on the host
OS. For Windows systems, SubVirt carries VMware, while for Linux carries VirtualPC.
As soon as the new host OS is installed, it runs the VM emulator moving the old host OS. The
old host OS keeps working as before, unconscious of its new restricted privileges and the
presence of the new host OS.
Although SubVirt is just a PoC, the community realized that, in the future, this could potentially
become a reality with catastrophic consequences, especially because the difficulty to detect
this type of rootkits. The layer introduced by the hypervisor makes what before was an easy
task, detect a rootkit, to become a real challenging one.
Blue Pill
The ‘Blue Pill’ was developed the same year as SubVirt. Joana Rutkowska presented it during
the Back Hat USA in Las Vegas [RUT06]. Blue Pill is a VM-based rootkit that inserts itself into
RAM, places the host OS into a VM while takes control over the host machine, and finally gains
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a state of invisibility. Blue Pill makes use of a virtualization technology introduced by AMD for
its 64-bits chips called SVM/Pacifica.
From that moment, the rootkit starts to function as a hypervisor, managing the allocation of
resources of the host machine and the interaction of the different VMs present on the system.
One of the improved features over SubVirt is the possibility of compromise without restarting
the system. As SubVirt, there is no perceptible use of the system resources, so its detection
becomes a challenge.
Rutkowska claims of the ‘undetectable’ characteristic of Blue Pill were largely criticized by
other security experts. Later those claims were put to rest by several researches of detection
techniques to identity the presence of a rogue hypervisor [GAR07, LAW07].
Following this line of action Wojtczuk, Rutkowska’s colleague, developed in 2008 another PoC
of VM-based rootkits [WOJ08]. The term used for this rootkit is hypervisor rootkit, because
instead of inserting a new hypervisor, the aim of this rootkit is to subvert the current
hypervisor running on the machine in order to gain backdoor control over the host by
overwriting the hypervisor code and data structures without leaving any trace.
Rogue hypervisors are not a real threat at the moment. However, it is a matter of time that the
underground community finds a way to use it on their advantage. The increasing complexity in
the hypervisors will provide the means to ease this attack.
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5.5. Analysis
Hypervisors have control over the virtualization layer. They are in charge of allocating the
physical resources and have special privileges over the host machine, so it has to be properly
secured or the whole system could potentially be compromised.
As we have seen on the previous sections, hypervisor main goal is to provide isolation. If
isolation is not properly achieved, malicious VMs can potentially compromise the hypervisor
and the co-resident VMs. So the security strategy needs to ensure this isolation.
Restricting access as much as possible to the hypervisor significantly increase the isolation; but
this is not always possible, especially with the use of VAs with high privileges like VSAs. VSAs
are not yet well established; that is why their use is still not fully deployed. However, VSAs
could be the future of virtualization security if secure ways to monitor the communications
and actions of the VMs are founded.
Several researches and tools have been explored to develop a robust security for the
hypervisor in the Cloud. Szefer and Lee [SZE11] identify the necessity of more research on
hypervisor security because its critical position and propose an approach to ensure a
compromised hypervisor could not further compromise the VMs on the host machine.
An interesting tool was presented by Azab et al. [AZA10] called HyperSentry, which measures
the integrity of the hypervisor in runtime. The most attractive feature of this tool is that the
firmware remains isolated from the hypervisor so, in case of attack a compromised hypervisor
would not be able to detect it.
It is hard to mitigate all the problems that arise because of virtualization and multi-tenancy,
and the variety of hypervisor vendors difficult this by adding another layer of ‘insecurity’ with
their own APIs. Open virtualization standards are starting to get relevance in the field which
probably will enhance the security. However, in the end it all falls on the ability to assess the
risks of the systems.
To understand and mitigate the hypervisor issues, each component of a risk will be assessed:
threat, vulnerability, and impact. Like Julio Cesar said centuries ago: “Divide and conquer”.
5.5.1. The Threat
In a public IaaS cloud, there are few things that can be done to disable the threat posed by
malicious VMs. A lot of control is given to the users, and taking this control from them is not an
option because then the IaaS concept would be broken.
Instead of limiting the user’s control, actions must be taken to limit the exposure and the
attack vectors. Hypervisors, driven by the Cloud needs, provide multiple functionalities; but, as
any other software, more functionality means more risk. It has to be assessed whether these
added functionalities are really necessary in the Cloud environment.
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Another step to minimize the exposure of channels is to secure the APIs that VMs use to
communicate with the hypervisor. Limit the APIs and sanitize the inputs will prevent attacks
like buffer overflows.
A good practice that would enable a better security from malicious VM threats is to allow the
use of virtual machine introspection (VMI). These techniques allow monitoring the VMs on the
host machine from the hypervisor. Malicious behaviours become easier to detect than before.
However, there is a drawback on this approach. The consumers need to be aware that the
hypervisor is monitoring their VMs activities. Although just trivial information is monitored,
this need to be part of the service level agreements (SLA) to assure no organization’s policy is
broken. Monitor and log the virtualization layer becomes also as valuable as monitoring the
VMs. This information can be used to detect unauthorized changes on the hypervisor.
To minimize the threat of a VM escape attack, the communication channels between the
hypervisor and the VMs need to be minimized, disabling the channels that are not in use. The
communications channels usually are:
-

Clipboard sharing.
Memory management.
Device management.
Specific vendor channels.

Rogue hypervisors are typically a malware threat. In order to difficult this attack, several
hypervisor versions need to be used. This complicates the attack since not every malware can
affect every hypervisor model. Reducing the fingerprints provided by the hypervisor also
prevents the detection of the virtualization layer by the malware, therefore, reducing the
likelihood of this threat. Furthermore, in case of subjugation of the host OS, methods and tools
like [GAR07, LAW07, KIN06, FER06] can be used to detect the presence of a malicious
hypervisor. Rootkits like SubVirt or Blue Pill would become ineffective if detected.
5.5.2. The Vulnerability
The hypervisor itself is the vulnerability. The hypervisors like, any other software, are just code,
so hypervisors are prone to code errors. Furthermore, increasingly hypervisors are becoming
more and more complex, increasing the code lines. This inevitably augments the vulnerabilities
of the hypervisor.
All the efforts must be put to strengthen the hypervisor, and assure its integrity. Following
hardening guidance like the one provided by the Center of Internet Security (CIS) [CIS09]
greatly increases the security of the hypervisor. Wang and Jiang [WAN10], propose an
approach to hardening the hypervisor through a “unique self-protection capability to provide
lifetime control-flow integrity”.
Use a trusted platform module (TPM) is another possibility to harden the hypervisor. IBM
[IBM08] performed a research on how to use TPMs to increase the virtualization platform
security. Researchers at IBM also developed a hypervisor security architecture called sHype
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[SAI05] to control information flow between the guest OSs sharing a physical machine’s
hardware.
Another approach is to minimize or remove the need of a hypervisor. Eric Keller et al. [KEL10]
demonstrate a virtualization architecture called NoHype where all the needed features of a
hypervisor are available as hardware extensions of processors and I/O devices. The important
idea to get from this approach is that the smaller the hypervisor is, the securer it will be. The
use of thin hypervisors is indeed a good practice to assure a reliable security.
Traditional guidelines for security should be followed. An effective patch management of the
hypervisor, strict policies on the shared resources (e.g. storage), regularly update the
virtualization framework, and use qualified personnel to configure the virtualization layer, are
some examples of security guidelines. NIST provided a document with security guidelines
[SCA11] for virtualization environments.
Scans for vulnerabilities must be performed regularly, and assurance of the correctness of the
patches applied must be obtained. Additionally, particular consideration must be taken about
the code added to the hypervisors. The integrity of any code loaded to the virtualization layer
(e.g. drivers, plug-ins) must be checked, and the use of signed device drivers enforced. In a
nutshell, just the code for the features needed must be included on the virtualization layer.
Although VM escape attacks have just a few successful attempts, it is an emerging issue.
Vulnerabilities that allow this exploit are mainly created by the hypercalls, so it is necessary to
enforce more security in them. It is necessary to check whether the call is performed by a
kernel or a user mode application, and controls against buffer overflows must be used.
Verifying the hypervisor integrity when it boots helps prevent for rogue hypervisors. The use of
non-volatile storage for the hypervisor’s code minimizes the vulnerabilities that enable
hypervisor rootkits. This prevents the modification of the hypervisor’s code by a rootkit. Run
an embedded hypervisor is another option. Embedded hypervisors run without a host OS and
inherently cannot be modified, so rootkits cannot compromise them.
5.5.3. The Impact
Virtualization technologies have been around longer than cloud computing. Many
organizations were already deploying server virtualization on their infrastructures, but the
resources were not shared between unknown tenants. In the Cloud, different tenants coexist
in the same environment, each of them with their own interests. The impact of an attack on a
public multi-tenant environment is high because it potentially affects multiple tenants.
The compromise of the hypervisor provides unlimited privileged to an attacker. This high
privilege can have a disastrous impact on the VMs residing on the same physical machine as
the hypervisor. In order to limit this impact, the hypervisor must have just the necessary
privileges to perform its task; and the administrators’ privileges should be no higher than
necessary to complete their functions.
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Distributing the VMs on the cloud environments depending on their security level decreases
the impact too. Placing stronger policies and security controls on the host machines where
critical applications are running difficult the compromise of hypervisors.
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5.6. Summary
The hypervisor is the most critical component of virtualization technologies. All the
responsibilities of managing the virtualization layer fall on the hypervisor, and this has a direct
impact on the necessary privileges a hypervisor needs in order to perform that critical task.
Hypervisors are just another piece of software; therefore, it is just a matter of time that
vulnerabilities appear that allow malicious code to exploit those weaknesses; and, as any other
technology nowadays, virtualization needs to evolve fast to fulfil the marketplace
requirements, which always has a direct impact on security.
The rise of the Cloud has been probably the detonator of the concerns about hypervisor’s
security. Before the Cloud, virtualization was applied on private environments, but now with
public clouds where multiple tenants coexist together, the hypervisor functions become more
critical.
On IaaS public environments, where the users have large control over the infrastructure, a
compromise of the hypervisor potentially becomes more dangerous than other cloud services.
Vulnerabilities created by hypervisor’s complexity, along with improper management
frameworks, set a scenario for malicious users to attack the hypervisor to gain their privileges,
and further compromise the VMs residing on the host machine, or even access to other areas
in the cloud infrastructure.
VM escape and rogue hypervisors are the most common attacks that can be performed on a
hypervisor. In a VM escape, an attacker breaks down the isolation layer created by the
hypervisor to execute code with high privileges. The different communication channels
between the VM and the hypervisor are exploited in order to access the hypervisor. Therefore,
it is mandatory to ensure a minimum security on the virtualization layer and the guest VMs.
Risks assessments must be done to evaluate the risks and strict guidelines must be follow to
provide reliable integrity and effectiveness on these communication channels.
Rogue hypervisors, more commonly known as VM-based rootkits (VMBR) or hypervisor
rootkits, aim to subjugate the hypervisor or relegate the host OS to a VM. Instead executing
code with unauthorized privileges, an attacker gains direct control over the hypervisor and
creates cover channels to communicate and interact with it and at the same time stay hidden.
Some PoCs have been around for some time, like SubVirt or Blue Pill, however, there has not
been any report of attacks on the real world.
Threats on the hypervisor are still immature, so the likelihood is low enough to be a real
problem yet. However, the growth of cloud computing will certainly bring the attention of
both, organizations and attackers. History records show that until a serious breach occurs,
security is not taken seriously, but this could be a chance to get ahead and prevent the
hazardous impact the compromise of hypervisors have in public cloud environment.
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< CONCLUSIONS >
“Virtualization is both an opportunity and a threat”,
Patrick Lin, 2007

SECTION 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1. Conclusions
Security in cloud computing must be approached cautiously. Many organisations are moving to
the Cloud, so the impact of potential breaches gets higher and higher. Multi-tenant
architectures and virtualization technologies allow cloud service providers to obtain the most
effectiveness of their infrastructures, but also enable a new attack vector not present before.
Multiple tenants run their systems on the same physical machines in isolated environments
and sharing the physical resources. The hypervisor/VMM is present at the virtualization layer
managing and controlling the interaction of the different virtual machines and the host
OS/hardware. Tenants with different security levels share a common infrastructure, with their
data and processes on the edge.
This thesis has provided and overview of cloud computing, including multi-tenant architectures
and virtualization technologies. The security concerns of each one have been explored as a
foundation to the main subject of the thesis.
Different vectors of attack from malicious virtual machines have been defined. The focus of the
thesis is to understand the actions that a malicious virtual machine can perform to
compromise the processes and data of other tenants in the Cloud. Cloud computing has
multiple service and deployment models with their own security concerns. The thesis of this
focus has been on public IaaS clouds, which is where the tenants are most vulnerable to
attacks.
The analysis of in this thesis gives an understanding of how the attacks work. This information
can later be used perform more accurately the risk assessment of cloud service providers and
cloud consumers. The analysis has also provided the foundation for identify appropriate
recommendations to mitigate the risks coming from malicious virtual machines.
The main objective of this thesis was to research and analyze the threats exposed by coexisting
with unknown tenants on a public IaaS cloud environment. To achieve this, the security has
been analyzed firstly from a high point of view, going deeper until identify the main concerns
of coexisting with other tenants. This objective has been met, identifying the two main attack
vectors a malicious virtual machine can use to compromise other tenants.
Several specific objectives were defined to this thesis. The concepts of cloud computing, multitenancy, and virtualization have been explored, and an overview of their security issues has
been provided. Two vectors were identified to perform an attack between virtual machines on
the same physical host:
-

Virtual machine to virtual machine.
Virtual machine to hypervisor.
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Each vector has been analyzed, identifying the origin of the problem, the different stages to
perform the attack, and the methods used to achieve the compromise.
Previous work in the area were identified and analyzed to improve the understanding and
analysis of the subject. Using the information gathered, and the analysis, recommendations
and guidance has been provided to mitigate the different threats and vulnerabilities.
The specific objectives have been achieved to a high level providing an in-deep understanding
in the subject area and the possible solutions.
Previous works on the area of virtualization security were researched on private environments.
The existing resources about virtualization security in cloud computing are focused either on a
general overview of the issues or in one attack vector. This thesis aims to contribute in the
virtualization security area providing an analysis of the potential scenario of a malicious
attacker placed on the Cloud trying to compromise other tenants.
6.2. Future Work
Cloud computing is the future for organisations. The considerable benefits that provide will
make eventually all the organisations partially or totally move their processes and data to the
Cloud. A lot of effort will be put in return to provision the appropriate security to make
business on cloud environments.
Although virtualization is already established, virtualization in the Cloud is still an immature
area. The focus of future works should aim to harden the security of virtualization in multitenant environments.
Possible lines of research are the development of reliable and efficient virtual network
securities to monitor the communications between virtual machines in the same physical host.
To achieve secure virtualized environments, isolation between the different tenants is needed.
Future researches should aim to provide new architectures and techniques to harden the
different resources shared between tenants.
The hypervisor is the most critical component of virtualized environments. If compromised,
the host and guest OSs could potentially be compromised too. Hypervisor architectures that
aim to minimize the code and, at the same time, maintain the functionalities, provide an
interesting future research to secure virtualized environments and the Cloud, especially to
prevent against future hypervisor rootkits.
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